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Abstract
The objectives of the study were as follows: (1) to study of the component of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform, (2) to design the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform, and (3) to evaluate the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform provided by seven experts who had experience in a related field. The study findings suggested that the component of student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform base on Intelligent student relationship management of Nutthapat and Panita consists of 8 components: (1) Student relationship management strategy, (2) Student life cycle, (3) Student retention, (4) Student services (5) Student identify, (6) Valued student experience (7) Value proposition development and (8) Network development. After analyzing the data, it showed that the overall result of the evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform was at a very high appropriate level, which can be applied to real situations.
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1. Introduction
The advancement and development of technology change the world from the past in various aspects, such as more intelligent automatic data processing and great amount of data in a huge database that can be used for in-depth analysis to predict the potential situation happening in computer devices or smaller mobile phones that can be carried everywhere (Nambisan et al., 2019). Especially, the disruptive digital technology is no longer only supporting technology, but it is integrated into people’s ways of life and also brings a reform to the structure of economic activities, commerce, product and service productions, working process, social and educational process (Chanias et al., 2019).

The university plays an important role in building a workforce that will contribute to the development of the country. Graduates are both the workforce and the product of the university, as well as indication of the quality in education arrangement. To produce graduates possessing the standard qualities relies on several systems and established processes at the same time. Presently, the higher education institution is adjusting and modifying its services offered to students at all levels, but has been facing the trouble that some students have to resign before they can finish their studies. One reason is the lack of support provided to students during their studies (Karsenti, 2019), such as consulting services and resources for individual study. In particular, the overseas students who usually face problems concerning information receiving and immediate cooperation will be affected by the lack of these supports. However, the building and maintenance of relationships between the students and the education institution depend on the establishing of “international student loyalty”. In the view of marketing, “international student loyalty” is the prominent goal in the management of relationships with students due to the following three reasons: 1) the income of the university must be stable, so it will be able to run smoothly, 2) the loyalty and commitment to the university of students enable them to have positive attitudes towards education and lead to more contribution in teaching and learning processes. 3) The loyal student will continually support and contribute to build the university’s reputation after their graduation (Murtiningsih, 2019). Student relationship management (SRM) is the implementation of the strategy of “Customer Relationship Management (CRM),” which is adjusted to fit with the context of education aimed to build and maintain relationships between...
students and the institution by evaluating from the students’ loyalty and satisfaction (Dewi Murtiningsih, 2019). The satisfaction greatly affect the loyalty of the students. However, the building of student’s loyalty is not easy and require time. The management of student relationships consequently should focus on the satisfaction of students in each aspect, especially in the services provided to students and the employing of technology to support services. This will promote the students’ satisfaction and loyalty to the university, as well as decrease the risk of students’ resignation before graduation, also, the satisfaction and happiness resulted from receiving proper services and the effective management of the university.

Currently, the successful and effective implementation of student relationship management require information technology as an important component, depending on the suitability of the context, such as science data analysis, big data and data mining, internet of things, blockchain, cloud computing, social media, or even conversational agent called chatbot. Conversational agent which is based on the intelligent agents technology is capable of interacting with human beings, expressing realistic social behavior and emotions. Intelligent agents technology is one of advanced technologies that can be used widely to boost the satisfaction of application’s users in business, governmental organizations and educational institutes, as well as in health care and entertainment sectors. This technology relies on natural language processing which attracts the users to put information in the form of a message in a chat box (Procter et al., 2018). Conversational agent is a software that is designed to interact with human beings through the use of natural language (Dale, 2016). This software highly attracts the attention from the public and is considered as the program with a high potential. Moreover, it also possesses many application domains, such as for retail business, health care and education (Feine et al., 2019). As the technology of artificial intelligence (AI) becomes more advanced, conversational agent becomes a platform that is wider used by many organizations to support users in looking for information concerning the products and services, similar in giving instructions for users, such as conversational agent on facebook messenger. Furthermore, human-sounding conversational agent can be found in many mobile phones and computers, such as Apple’s Siri and Microsoft’s Cortana, as well as in other physical devices, like Google’s HomePod and Amazon’s Echo Dot. Additionally, there are many research teams aiming to develop 3D conversational agent that can move realistically and interact with human beings through realistic social behaviors and emotions, being successful in many domains.

As the higher education institution is unavoidably affected by the changing situation, to assure that the university has managing system that can support the services for international students and promote their satisfaction and loyalty to the university, it is necessary to conduct research in order to study, design and develop student relationship management with intelligent conversational agent platform for promoting student’s loyalty in higher education. This will contribute to promote the loyalty of international students and improve the standard of services provided by the university which will create an identity, boost confidence, make the university distinguished, promote the efficiency in competition and offer an alternative to the international students who are interested to study.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Student Relationship Management

Student relationship management (SRM) is the application of the strategy of customer relationship management (CRM) suiting with the context of each educational institution, with an overall goal to build and maintain good relationships between students and the educational institutions (Srisakonsub et al., 2019). The application of student relationship management with higher education institutions (HEIs) results in good experiences received by students and satisfaction in campus life. The service provision for students important and is also the main responsibility for the higher education institutes, so the range of service should cover all aspects and should be adequate resources as well. The students’ behavior reflected in many forms is an indicator of the image of the higher education institution, both in the organizational culture and its capability in managing students. Also, the staff involved with providing services to students has to understand the students’ behaviors. Currently, the new concept of the customer relationship management concerning education is gradually being developed, and it is mostly called student relationship management. The student relationship management usually focuses on higher education, such as strategies, processes, and philosophies that will lead to the achievement of the academic objectives and students’ needs. The value of student relationship management is that it would develop the competence of the higher education institution. Because it help to promote the understanding between the students and the higher education institution (Bangun et al., 2018) and also prevents the risk of student’s resignation before graduation. In order to reach the above-mentioned goals, the higher education institution has to develop the strategy for the effective student relationship management based on information system (Rigo et al., 2016).
2.2 Conversational Agent

Conversational agent or Chatbot is the technology used to produce information or to generate answers for the question put by the user both in the text and voice form. The functioning of conversational agent will be driven by artificial intelligence (AI) in the category of machine learning to select the most relevant and suitable answer for each question, together with the application of natural language processing (NLP) to translate computer’s language to the comprehensible language for the user (Przegalinska et al., 2019). In the present, the selection and analysis of data by machine learning has been gradually improved, so it can make a better decision and the application of conversational agent becomes more popular. It is used in daily routine, such as giving necessary information through auto-reply for incoming call, giving information of products and services, giving suggestions for the purchasing of products or services, as well as supporting the service of the customer service center (Call center) (Rashid Khan, 2018). Conversational agent can be divided into different categories depends on the level of the capability to interact and process up to achieving the technology outcome. In present, Dialogflow (Kannadasan et al., 2019) is a popular agent that can be used to generate conversation in Google. In this platform, natural language processing (NLP), a field of machine learning is applied to comprehend the needs and requests from sentences in the conversation with the user, additionally to generate answers required by the user. According to the law of data flowing, when Dialogflow is applied to create conversational agent, it will assist to increase the flexibility of the structure of input sentences, so it is not necessary that the structure of sentences have to be exactly the same as what are specified. Moreover, Dialogflow allows the connection with various systems, such as facebook messenger, twitter, LINE and website. The important basic components in generating conversation on Dialogflow includes as follow (Janarthanam, 2017) 1) Intents are expected sentences sent by the user. If sentences sent by the user are similar to the specified sentences, Dialogflow will send responses being fixed for that intents to the user. 2) Responses are replying messages for each intents and they include a wide range of replying forms according to the connection with appointed systems. 3) Integrations are the connection with other systems, such as facebook messenger, twitter and LINE. Regarding the operation of Dialogflow, Agent or the part that is responsible for comprehending what the user speaks or communicates will receive query or input, then the agent will assess intents or the user’s needs. When the processing is finished, the response will be sent to the user, also the connection with other parts can be achieved via API in fulfillment (Navin Sabharwal, 2020).

2.3 Student Loyalty

For seven centuries, the concept of loyalty has been studied by many scholars and various approaches to foster loyalty has been presented. However, the theories on loyalty that are well-known and regularly cited include the theories of Jacoby and Chestnut (Donald W. Jugenheimer, 1979), Dick and Basu (Ngobo, 2017), and Oliver (Oliver, 1999). The mentioned theories have been developed until today and have the fundamental components 1) First, the concept of two-dimensional definition of loyalty which explains that it cannot be assessed from the short-term behavior of customers or students, but the loyalty has to be assessed from other dimensions in long-term. The first dimension is the attitudinal loyalty it concerns the students’ attitudes and attachment to the university which will be expressed through the pattern of behavior existing even after graduation, such as the desire to further study or attend other training programs offered by the university, the satisfaction and confidence in the university, the desire to recommend the university to others, the intention to continue studying at the same university despite of the more expensive tuition fee and to refuse changing the university (Snijders et al., 2020). The second dimension is behavioral loyalty which can be noticed by the student’s actions, such as the recommendation of the university to others, the capability to finish study from the university, the participation of activities or decision to further study, the enrollment in short-term training programs, as well as the purchasing of the university’s products and services, for instance souvenirs or textbooks. 2) Second, Tri-dimensional definition of loyalty is based on the argument although the evaluation of loyalty in two dimensions is widely approved and applied both in theoretical and practical aspects, the study still generates controversy about the human beings’ behaviors in responding to stimulators. The reactions of human beings are the outcome of the combinations of three following factors: (1) Cognitive Responses: I think, (2) Emotive Responses: I feel, (3) Behavioral Responses: I do. This concept was developed to the new approach of loyalty evaluation in three dimensions and the behavioral loyalty is still included, but attitudinal loyalty is divided into two following components: (1) Cognitive loyalty concerns attitudes and beliefs which encourage the student to remain studying at the university until graduation and (2) Emotional or affective loyalty concerns positive feelings, attachment to the university, or the liking that drive the student to further study, participate in activities or use other services offered by the university (Saleh Shuqair, Diego Costa Pinto, 2019).
3. Objective
The findings of the component of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform.

The design of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform.

The evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform.

4. Methodology
This study was conducted in three phases as follows:

Phase 1: The findings of the component of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform were conducted by reviewing documents, literature, and related research.

Phase 2: The design the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform. The instruments of study for this phase were 1) the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform and 2) the evaluation of the process designed.

Phase 3: The evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform was conducted by seven experts who have experience in the field of the student relationship management (SRM), the conversational agent and information, and communication technology (ICT) using the purposive method.

The evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform using the arithmetic mean and standard deviation as the following criteria:

4.51-5.00 at highest of appropriate suitability
3.51-4.50 at a high of appropriate suitability
2.51-3.50 at moderately of appropriate suitability
1.51-2.50 at a low of appropriate suitability
0.00-1.50 at lowest of appropriate suitability

5. Results
Phase 1: The findings of the component of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform base on Intelligent student relationship management of Nutthapat and Panita have 4 dimensions consist of 1) Strategic SRM, 2) Operational SRM, 3) Analytical SRM, and 4) Collaborative SRM and 12 elements (Kaewrattanapat & Wannapairoon, 2018) are as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The findings of the component of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition of SRM</th>
<th>(Kaewrattanapat et al., 2019)</th>
<th>(Songsom et al., 2019)</th>
<th>(Martiningsih, 2019)</th>
<th>(Senika, 2019)</th>
<th>(Vianden, 2016)</th>
<th>(Soltani et al., 2018)</th>
<th>(Skotara, 2020)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student relationship management vision</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student relationship management strategy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student life cycle</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student retention</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student services</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student identify</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student portfolio analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valued student experience</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value proposition development</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network development</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the synthesis of the component of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform in Table 1 consist of 8 components as follows:

1) Student relationship management strategy which is the analysis and planning to determine an approach for utilizing the university’s resources in maintaining relationships with students.

2) The emphasis of the student life cycle in managing the student’s relations with the university. The process of the student’s relations management is adjusted to suit the student life cycle, so that the building and maintaining of student relationships is easy.

3) Student retention is the investigation and assessment in order to discover the success and failure of the student relationship management.

4) Student services is the important part in the management of student relations, and the provision of student services will apply the strategic management of the student relations to the analysis, design, and implementation, so that the provision of student services will conform to the student life cycle.

5) Student identify is the specification of targeted group and qualifications of applicants who apply to study in each program offered by the educational institutions and the analysis of the applicant’s application.

6) Valued student experience is the analysis of the university’s service provision and the student’s behavior in different dimensions, such as the continuity of support, advice providing, and assisting in problem solving given to students by the system of the student relations management.

7) Value proposition development is the development of value proposition or agreement between the educational institutions and the students. The development requires the cooperation from the network of partners both inside and outside the educational institutions so that the educational service provision and the management of student relationships will become effective.

8) Network development is the establishment of supportive relationships among faculty members, non-academic staff, alumni, the university’s executives and benefactor, the student’s parents, and employers.

The relevant actors and the responsibility of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform include: (1.1) Administrator is a person who coordinates or is in charge of the service provision for international students. (1.2) Lecturer is a user who access the system to get information about international students. (1.3) International student is foreign national whose domicile of origin is in foreign country and studying at King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok. (1.4) System analyst is a person in charge of studying problems and desires of international students so that the system analyst can specify persons, data processing, communication, and information technology, and then cooperate with the system developer in managing or improving the system.

Phase 2: The design of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform is as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 indicates the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform. It is a process developed to monitor and analyze student information for HEIs via the concept of student affairs, the student relationship management, and intelligent conversational agent to link information. The student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform is divided into eight components as follows: (1) Student relationship management strategy, (2) Student life cycle, (3) Student retention, (4) Student services (5) Student identify, (6) Valued student experience (7) Value proposition development and (8) Network development. The intelligent conversational agent is the technology used to produce information or to generate answers for the question put by the user both in the text and voice form. The functioning of conversational agent will be driven by artificial intelligence (AI) in the category of machine learning to select the most relevant and suitable answer for each question, together with the application of natural language processing (NLP) to translate computer’s language to the comprehensible language for the user. According to the law of data flowing, the intelligent conversational agent will assist to increase the flexibility of the structure of input sentences, so it is not necessary that the structure of sentences have to be exactly the same as what are specified. Moreover, the intelligent conversational agent allows the connection with various systems, such as facebook messenger, twitter, LINE, and website. The output of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform consists of the following two elements: (1) Student satisfaction is analyzed based on the results of the evaluation on the satisfaction from student and (2) Student loyalty is based on the results of the students’ loyalty towards university after usage student relationship management with intelligent conversational agent platform. The student desire to recommend the university to others, the intention to continue studying at the same university.

Phase 3: The Evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The Evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of Evaluation</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input (Intelligent conversational agent)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web application</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. SRM strategy</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Student life cycle</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Student retention</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Student services</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Student identify</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Valued student experience</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Value proposition development</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Network development</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student satisfaction</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student loyalty</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 2, the overall result of the evaluation of the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform was at the highest of appropriate suitability ($\bar{X} = 4.84$, S.D. = 0.68). Considering each item, most items were at the highest of appropriate suitability.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

According to the evaluation results, the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform had an overall appropriateness at a very high level. Considering each item, most items were at a very high appropriate level, and it showed that the experts had consistent opinions. As it is shown in the finding results, the student relationship management system process with intelligent conversational agent platform is divided into eight components as follows: (1) Student relationship management strategy, (2) Student life cycle, (3) Student retention, (4) Student services (5) Student identify, (6) Valued student experience (7) Value proposition development and (8) Network development. This is in accordance with Zahari (2020), who conducted research on the “Effect Of Marketing And Handling Student Complaints On student Satisfaction And
Loyalty” and Hassan, et al. (2020), who conducted research on the “EMPIRICAL study on student satisfaction as mediator between service quality and STUDENT loyalty In Tvet hlis.”
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